
 

A palm-sized drone to track chemical plumes
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The drone created by the researchers. Credit: Shigaki et al

Robots that can automatically recognize and track specific odors could
have a wide range of valuable applications. For instance, they could help
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to identify the sources of harmful chemical substances in the air after
hazardous accidents at power plants, explosions, or other disasters.

Developing robots that can reliably identify and follow odors, however,
has so far proved challenging. In fact, it typically entails the effective
integration of high-performance odor sensors, state-of-the-art deep
learning algorithms, reliable robotic platforms, and movement planners.

Researchers at Osaka University, SoftBank Corporation and Tokyo
Institute of Technology have recently developed a small drone that could
be used to track chemical plumes during search and rescue operations or
missions aimed at protecting the environment. This drone, presented in a
paper published in IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and
Measurement, are based on an airflow visualization technology known as
particle image velocimetry.

"Research on 3D odor source localization using a drone is still in its 
developmental stage," Shunsuke Shigaki, one of the researchers who
carried out the study, told TechXplore. "In our previous studies, we
mounted one or two odor sensors on a drone, which moved widely in
height and crosswind directions to find the odor source. We found that
this method is very inefficient, and given the short flight time of the
drone, it was necessary to significantly improve the 3D odor tracking
performance."

The palm-sized drone created by Shigaki and his colleagues is based on
particle image velocimetry, an optical technique to measure the velocity
field of an entire region in the air flow at once. The researchers
specifically used this technique to identify the direction from which
chemicals are arriving.

To monitor chemicals in the air in three-dimensions, the team integrated
odor sensors on the upper and frontal surfaces of their drone. To
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accommodate this unique sensor arrangement, they developed a 3D
surge-casting algorithms inspired by the biological mechanisms through
which flying moths can track chemical plumes.

"The strength of our research group is that we are good at airflow
visualization technology," Shigaki said. "Focusing on the changes in
airflow produced by a drone, we noticed that the drone intakes odor
differently depending on the height of the odor source. Therefore, we
designed an odor sensor arrangement and an algorithm that can
continuously track an odor regardless of what direction it comes from."

The researchers evaluated their proposed chemical plume tracking drone
in a series of airflow visualization and localization experiments.
Remarkably, they found that the algorithm they developed outperformed
conventional algorithms for chemical plume tracking, effectively
tracking odors even in scenarios where the direction of the wind keeps
changing.

In the future, the palm-sized drone and chemical plume tracking
algorithm developed by Shigaki and his colleagues could pave the way
for the creation of better performing robotic systems for detecting odors
and identifying their sources. In their next studies, the researchers also
plan to improve their design to ensure that the chemical plume tracking
system also performs well in uncertain, cluttered and unmapped
environments.
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The researchers’ system approaching the source of an odor. Credit: Shigaki et al

"Odor diffusion is very complex, but our proposed combination of
sensor arrangement and algorithm enables highly efficient odor source
localization," Shigaki explained. "We hope that our proposal will be the
fundamental technique for drone olfaction. We now would like to
contribute to safety and security by developing a system that can search
for dangerous chemicals or explosives quickly by using multiple drones
to search for multiple odor sources."

  More information: Shunsuke Shigaki et al, Palm-Sized Quadcopter
for Three-Dimensional Chemical Plume Tracking, IEEE Transactions on
Instrumentation and Measurement (2022). DOI:
10.1109/TIM.2022.3218316 
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